Georgina Herrera's poetry is a complex interweaving of African ancestral pride and feminist thought composed within the context of modern Cuban culture. Born in Cuba in 1936, a time in which the transnational discourses of blackness, like the Harlem Renaissance and the Negristá a cultural moment that called revolutionary black subjectivity into global consciousness. In the aftermath of two United States occupations, the Platt Amendment, and subsequently a racial civil war, the status of individuals, like Herrera, of African ancestry in Cuba was complicated. Consequently, Georgina Herrera's poetry can be read in island nation. Working against the racist and patriarchal power structures reminiscent of colonialism (slavery was not abolished in Cuba until 1886, after all-a mere 50 years the deities of Santería, in order to praise and uplift the by often labeling herself as the prophet and voice for the Orishas, Herrera uses her poetry to foreground the role of women in Santería mythology. Through subverting traditional race, gender, and religious binaries in her poetry, Herrera restructures the pantheon of Santería deities in orsociety.
Before examining the ways in which Georgina HerOrisha power to be female, or at the very least gender Christianity, consequently, her refusal of traditional colonial patriarchal power. As Dawn Stinchcomb explains, Santería, and other religions practiced by members of the African diaspora throughout the Latin American and Ca-With the image of "a blonde Christ hanging," Herrera evokes the most pitiful moment of the life of Jesus Christ in Christian consciousness. By choosing this image in particular, Herrera is calling the strength of the Christian deity into question. She employs a type of double speak with the phrase "imposed/ on the charred skin," pertaining to both the physical picture on the wall, which sigeverything the portrait stands for in Afro-Cuban history. Herrera also reveals just how deeply rooted this religious imposition is by not specifying a beginning. For as long as she has been alive, and, presumably, for the length of her living relatives' lives, Christianity has been forced upon the black Cuban population. Herrera continues her rejection of Christian authority by calling Jesus Christ "that poor thing" and claiming "almost out of pity we accepted him" (57). Saying that the Afro-Cuban population accepted Christ "almost out of pity," rather than attributing the acceptance to residual racist colonial power, Herrera
The poem ends by saying that there is "only one universal god:/ Olofí" (57). In this last line, Herrera disposes of the weak Christ and replaces him with the powerful Orisha Olofí, effectively solidifying her inversion of the standing religious dichotomy. Herrera extends her subversive efforts into the gendered sphere. With a rejection of Christian authority established, she works within the context of Santería to assert feminine agency. In the poem "Ibu Sedi," Herrera prophet for the mother goddess. Herrera writes,
In the language of my ancestors, I say everything that pleases my One Mother. From Abeokuta 9 , where that little woman was born, deceivingly feeble, truly olosi, I was the chosen one to speak (137).
Beginning the poem in this way, Herrera sets out to reto her creation. By invoking the language of the ancestor is reassigning the seat of Orisha power to the feminine.
word for wise. This image of the one true mother coming into being on Earth not as a helpless infant, rather, already as a strong and wise woman, immediately elevates her to -nipotence. Because Herrera herself says "everything/ that pleases [her] One Mother," she legitimizes her role as the "chosen one to speak." status of mestizaje within the greater Latin American and Caribbean sphere. 5 With the understanding that mestizaje has been used in Cuba as a rhetorical strategy to rationalize eugenics and cultural whitening, 6 we can see the -ra is subverting the dehumanizing rhetoric that accompanies this rationalization of eugenics by claiming that her family's purity comes from the wildness imbued by originating from the jungle.
In fact, the introduction to the collection in which this poem is published references Herrera's ancestry by quoting this poem, particularly the same six opening lines quoted above. The original Spanish introduction, I believe, is more precise in expressing the gravity and complexity of Herrera's heritage. It states: "Georgina Herrera…nació en una familia de afro-descendientes con profundo orgullo en su pureza racial" (35). In this version of the introduction, Herrera's familial proximity to Africa is foregrounded. By linking her directly to Africa in this way, we can understand the following clause, which I translate to mean that she has profound pride in her family's racial purity. The English translation published in the collection, however, displaces this link to Africa as a modifying clause at the beginning of the sentence, not a direct grammatical connection as the literal source of the family's great pride -a connection that is paramount -7 against the discourses of mestizaje as a eugenist tool since its inception, throughout the long twentieth century and all the way to present day, this indirect translation of an introductory sentence meant to provide the reader with a foundation for the understanding of Herrera's motives becomes hypocritical. The English translation of "pureza racial" to the phrase "racial pedigree," effectively erasing purity as the source of Herrera's pride and replacing 8 stands in stark, direct contrast to Herrera's rebellion against the history of dehumanizing rhetoric employed against Cubans of African ancestry. However, the greatest irony, comes with the fact that, in the English translation, it is the word "pedigree" the poem "God of My Home and of My Blood" as the rationale behind the statement, when, in fact, the entirety of this particular poem works against the erasure of her black heritage -precisely what we can see happening through the act of translation itself.
The poem continues to undermine Christianity and objectify Jesus Christ. Herrera writes:
What a humble home! On the walls only a portrait: a blonde Christ hanging, imposed on the charred skin since who knows when (57).
Stage
Another poem in which Herrera praises the purity and -er, it is evident from the content of the verse that Herrera speaks about her spiritual mother, not her physical one. Herrera writes, oh, your body of ancestral wood my faith and my heart: Iya! I cry your name as if a queen, and I free myself (121).
ture. She is able to control the elements, and her body is divine power to this cohesion with the natural Earth. She accomplishes this by exclaiming that in her role as Iya, life." In this line Herrera is exemplifying the power of the Orishas in Santería mythology by stating the life that about the way Herrera values the deity, in that this statement foregrounds the spiritual life while simultaneously deemphasizing the role of the physical mother. With the following line, Herrera further reveals the ways in which worshippers contextualize the status of the Orisha within if a queen," we see how the deities are revered as a type of claims she is then able to free herself. This statement is -cations. Herrera asserts that she is able to expand herself past the socially constructed borders of everything that comes with being an individual within one of the most marginalized groups in Cuba -a dark-skinned woman. the one true mother, the political agency to be able to free herself. There are no men present. This is an act that she accomplishes wholly with feminine power. Herrera, as the poetic voice, is able to liberate herself fully through chanthe epicenter of omnipotence.
This reassignment of power to the feminine is solidiIya, I embrace the sun with joy. I am not lost anymore, I know who I am. My steps move forever strong on this earth (123).
Herrera makes a powerful assertion to close this poem. Because of the access to power worshiping the one true mother has afforded her, Herrera is able to be what bell hooks deems a "radical black female [subject]" (53).
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She writes, She, the leader, who wears a silver chain around her ankles. She calls me Omi Sande for I am her true daughter (137).
calls Herrera by the name of her own daughter: Omi Sande. By labeling herself as "her true daughter," Herrera poetry. With this rhetoric, Herrera inverts traditional religious gender roles by reassigning the roles of omnipotent deity and prophet to the feminine. Another interesting element of Herrera's poetry which we see prominently feminized in "Ibu Sedi," is the linguistic hybridity, Mary Ann Clark writes, it was important for Africans, particularly those living in the cities of colonial Cuba, to be able to express their ideas in the language of this new culture in which they found themselves. As they reconstituted their indigenous religions, they creolized their language usage… Thus, the songs, prayers, and religious terminology continued in -kumi. (32) tic Herrera uses frequently in her poetry. By keeping rethem to Spanish, Herrera subtly restricts comprehension of her poetry to Afro-Cubans. Without the assistance of a footnote or a translation, the Criollo population may not be able to fully understand the context of the verse. This restriction of understanding adds another level of -ligious practice. Again, in the poem "Ibu Sedi," Herrera -says "'you is Lucumisa'" (137). Because Lucumisa is described in the footnote of the poem to mean "woman belonging to the Lucumi ethnic group," the goddess speaks directly to Herrera as the poet to name her as the voice of intact, illustrating Clark's point of verbal authenticity for Santería religious practices.
the English-speaking world. This is often attributed to the fact that very little of her work has so far been translated into English. However, there are some emerging scholarly conversations that have started to take shape within the past 15 years in English. Herrera's work has, so far, been examined in terms of its portrayal of the African diaspora, Cuban nationality, and maternity. 3. "Interbreeding and cultural intermixing of Spanish and American Indian people (originally in Mexico, and subsequently also in other parts of Latin America); miscegenation, racial and cultural intermixing…" (OED). 4. "A native of Spanish-speaking South or Central America, esp. one of pure Spanish descent" (OED). In Cuban of Spanish blood -someone considered white.
is a blanket term used throughout the Spanish-speaking world to describe the mixing of those of Spanish descent and those of indigenous or African descent. This mixing encompasses two different components: the biological (bi-racial couples producing children), and the cultural.
In the post-Colonial period, mestizaje became the rallying cry behind which political and cultural leaders gathered to push for the end of the racial civil wars and the rampant intra-Cuban racism. One of these leaders was poet Nicolás Guillén. In the introduction to a collection of Guillén's posome light on the way mestizaje was distorted into a justiwrites, Overt racialism grew as new waves of Spanish policy. Black immigration was forbidden by decree until labour was imported from Haiti and the British West Indies to meet the demands of expanding sugar plantations, now mostly under American ownership. Disillusion led to the formation of the PIC (Independent Party of Colour) but in order to stem its growth a law was passed in 1910 forbidding political parties to be based on colour….Further frustration erupted in the so-called Race War of 1912 in which as many as 3000 Blacks may have been killed. Faced by such discrimination Blacks withdrew into their own subculture based on secret societies (12-13). 6. Joshua Lund traces the evolution of the word mestizaje from its origin in colonial Mexico all the way to contemporary discourses. His book The Impure Imagination: Toward a Critical Hybridity in Latin American Writing shows how, because of the multiplicity of ways the word mestizaje is used, it is a "discursive series" that becomes "a particularly tricky object of critique" (89). 7. The English translation of this sentence from the introduction reads: "Of African descent, Georgina Herrera (April 23, 1936-) was born in Jovellanos, the capital of Herrera becomes the subject of the poem; she is the image of a black female not hindered by any societal constraints.
tutions. In this strong feminist exclamation, we see how Herrera answers hooks' call for diverse pictures of black female experience. hooks writes that, in order to challenge and reshape cultural understandings of black womanhood, there must be narratives put forth that: emphasize the importance of decolonizing our minds, developing critical consciousness. Feminist politics can be an integral part of a renewed black liberation struggle. Black women, particularly those of us who have chosen radical subjectivity, can move toward revolutionary social change…we make the site where radical black female subjectivity can be nurtured and sustained (60).
By claiming that her "steps move forever strong/ on this earth," Herrera displays how she has decolonized her mind through reassigning Orisha power to be feminineshe is not afraid to place the seat of power on Earth with a a way to assert "revolutionary social change" within the contexts of Cuba and Santería, Herrera is absolutely answering hooks' call to "make the site where radical black female subjectivity can be nurtured and sustained." Herrera subverts the traditional binaries of religion and gender in order to afford personal agency and power to herself, in Through her poetic voice, Georgina Herrera works -ders of Santería religious consciousness, in order to challenge the standing dichotomies of race and gender. Specifically, Herrera's poetry regarding the role of the Orishas -tions for under-standing especially Latina/o and Afro-Atlantic diaspora religions on a global scale" (Otero and Falola xxvi). Disrupting current understandings of religious practices in Cuba that are often sensationalized in order to rationalize racist discourse, Herrera creates vignettes that glorify Orishas and the mythology of Santería. Working to praise the role of female deities, and the role of black females in Cuban society in general, Herrera restructures -ford power and agency to black womanhood on the island of Cuba as a whole. NOTES 1. A version of this paper was presented at the 31st Annual Interdisciplinary Conference in the Humanities (University of West Georgia, Carrollton, GA, 2016) 2. Georgina Herrera's work is not well-known throughout
